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Fall Faculty Conference speaker explains the "D-word"
Dr. Raymond Reyes
describes his views
on diversity
Maricor Coquia
Associate Editor

With enthusiasm, Dr. Raymond
Reyes, the associate vice-president for
Diversity at Gonzaga University,
encouraged Regis faculty during the
Fall Faculty Conference to get out of
their chairs and "sing the world into
being!" Faculty and staff attendees
then moved their hips, clapped their
hands, and smiled in good cheer as
they addressed serious issues of
diversity and social justice.
Held last Friday, September 29,
Reyes was the first of two speakers to
help remind faculty and staff of their
role as educators in a Jesuit, Catholic
university. A teacher himself, Reyes
wanted the faculty to grasp the importance of promoting diversity in the
lgnatian spirit of service and learning.
Reyes helped frame the day's
events by asking attendees to imagine
"any kind of road." With answers ranging from "a bumpy dirt road with trees·
to a "straight highway," he then asked
in reference to diversity: "How can we
be speaking in the same language
when we have different roads?" Reyes
pointed out that every individual is
shaped differently by unique life experiences. However, Reyes also mentioned that amidst such differences
also lies common ground . He continued, "We all have something in common. You're here to help others, your
students."
In larger perspective, Reyes focused
on the idea of "living the mission."
"I don't like the D-word," said Reyes
about diversity. "I'd rather use the term
intercultural relations." He continued,
"lntercultural relations suggests a
healthy, robust relationship between
our religions, our ethnic backgrounds."
Whereas "diversity," Reyes explained,
is not as resonant with the Jesuit
Mission of serving others. In particular,
he articulated that "diversity" simply
implies the differences among our
community, instead of emphasizing the
See Speaker on page 2
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Dr. Raymond Reyes was the first of two guest speakers to address diversity during the Fall Faculty Conference.
A dynamic speaker, Reyes helped outline the importance of providing an inclusive environment for students at a
Jesuit University. Of Native American and Mexican American descent, Reyes also emphasized that it's one thing
to "tolerate" each other in a diverse community, but it's most important to "respect each other." Dr. Mathew
Ouellet, director of the Center for Teaching at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst, also offered a workshop
on inclusive pedagogy.

Three women, three stories
Catholic perspectives on immigration bring hope and call for justice
Vincent Garzone
Staff Reporter

On Tuesday, September 26, Regis
students, faculty, and members of the
local community gathered inside the
St. John Francis Regis Chapel to hear
multiple Catholic perspectives on one
of the nation's most talked about
issues: immigration.
In order to further spread these
views, the Catholic Church has started
a campaign called Justice for
Immigrants: A Journey of Hope, which
provides facts on the issue and media
for spreading the word on the Catholic
Bishops of Mexico's call for reform.
The campaign made a stop at Regis
University last Tuesday evening by

providing a Catholic dialogue on immigration through the University's
Catholic Speaker Series. A pastoral
letter presented by the Catholic
Bishops of Mexico and the United
States addressed immigration with a
perspective and solution that has not
yet been viewed by everyone. As stated in a handout provided Tuesday
evening on the Bishops' goals and
statements on immigration: "The
Bishops offer a comprehensive set of
recommendations for changing U.S.
laws and policies to reflect the principles contained in Scripture and
Catholic Social Teaching and to bring
about a more humane and just immigration system in the United States."
It was made clear at the beginning

by host Tom Reynolds, the vice president for Mission, that the dialogue will
not include the typical solutions of,
" ... putting up a wall on our borders .. ."
etc., but instead "will be referring to the
Gospels and foundations of the
Catholic teachings."
The dialogue then proceeded with
the presentation of three panelists.
The first panelist was Cheryl Martinez,
immigration attorney and director of
Catholic
Charities
Immigration
Services. Matrinez provided stories of
individual immigrants she has worked
with through out the years. She made
the point that, "Our immigration system
does not work for everyone." Martinez
See Immigration on page 2
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Tinansa group reflects on Ghana experience
enough energy and happiness for two
people. Regis students were worn out
daily not just by setting up a children's
W.E.B. Dubois once said, "Of all the library, but by dancing with the children
civil rights for which the world has for hours on end .
As discussed at the reflection group,
struggled and fought for 5000 years,
Ghana
claims to have been cursed by
the right to learn is undoubtedly the
its
natural
gold deposits which
most fundamental." Dubois, Regis stuEuropeans
drooled
over in the 1500s.
dents, who spoke at the Tinansa
Reflection group last Thursday, Also, Africans were taken for the slave
September 28, agreed that education trade centuries ago. During their trip,
is the most precious gift. The reflection the students visited a memorial to
group, which was held in the slaves and were said they were very
Conference Center, brought together emotionally affected by the history. In
the students who had traveled to addition, Ghana has toxic waste manGhana last summer to serve the peo- agement problems and an insufficient
ple there and learn the Jesuit mission economy.
The Conference Center was also set
of serving others firsthand. The service
up
with items the audience could purlearning immersion trip began with a
chase
in order to support the 2008 trip.
semester-long course on the country's ·
Bracelets,
necklaces, hats, and other
culture, history,
and economic
resources. Then, the students traveled items from Ghana could be purchased.
Near the end of the presentation,
to Ghana, where they spent time building a children's library, learning the his- Awon Atuire, who is of African descent
tory of the area, and playing with chil- and a coordinator at the Center for
Service Leaming, said, "It's good [for
dren at the Wesley Girls' School.
From what the students had seen in Americans] to go and build a library,
the media, many said they expected but when you come back, you need to
Ghana to be full of starving, crying chil- change your country's oppressive
dren that one might see on a charity ways."
commercial. However, the students
claimed that each Ghanaian had

Gretchen Plut
Staff Reporter

the hive." Connecting the idea of diversity to the Jesuit Mission, Reyes
believed that in working together as
very goal of the Jesuit Mission: to unite
bees do, we as a university communithose differences in our community.
ty can "R.S.V.P God ." In working
Throughout his presentation, Reyes
together, "we live our mission, and in
continually focused on how Regis can
living our mission, we see God in
promote healthy relationships among
everyone we meet," he said .
the different perspectives on campus.
Fr. Michael J. Sheeran, S.J., presiHe especially focused on the classdent of Regis University, continues
room as an area of sacred space.
Reyes' sentiment. In Why We Value
Reyes explained, the classroom is a
Diversity, found on the Regis website,
place where we teach "intercultural
www.regis.edu,
Sheeran
wrote,
competence ... where we ask our"Diversity is not just about numbers.
selves, who do we want our students
Although we want our campus to visito become. and why?" Reyes emphably reflect the diversity of our broader
sized the importance of an inclusive
community and continually measure
teaching space where students and
dimensions of diversity among stumembers of the community can freely
dents. faculty, and staff, we don't do
express their opinions in mutual
this by quotas."
respect for each other, as encouraged
Sheeran and Reyes both believe
by the Regis Mission for dialogue.
that a university's show of diversity by
Thus, he continued, "Students can also
numbers is not as important as "living"
teach each other and those after them
diversity on campus. "It's not enough
the same spirit of respect for others as _
to know the words," Reyes said. "It's
you [the teachers] have taught them."
about connecting the dots. It's about
Furthering his discussion of diversirespecting each other, not just toleratty, Reyes also spoke of "the spirit of
ing each other."

Speaker from front page

Immigration from front page
told stories of immigrants trying to
obtain visas. She said, "It's hard dealing with the frustration of everyday
changing of the rules without rhyme or
reason." Martinez's stories included
accounts of clients going through a first
stated process time of five years. then
being extended to seven, or even ten
years to finally obtain a visa. She also
told of individuals who were facing
abuse and only trying to escape by
staying in America. She also had some
stories of hope that included a twelve
year old girl who made it through the
entire process on her own and was
able to stay in America. Martinez concluded," We need to look at both sides
of the picture. It is maybe then that we
will be able to deal with the problem
with more compassion."
The second panelist, Mar MunozVisoso, executive director of Centro
Juan Diego, took on the task of what
she called, "Putting a face on immigration." An immigrant herself, MunozVisoso who obtained her visa legally

and has been in the U.S. for eleven
years, told her story of marrying an
immigrant from Mexico. She spoke of
the adversity that immigrants face in
America. Munoz-Visoso pointed to the
recent statements of a _politician that
claimed the spinach E. coli outbreak
was due to the immigrants and dirty
conditions in which they live and work.
She also spoke on how the U.S. "puts
[up] a glass ceiling" for immigrants.
She told a story of a boy who wanted
to be a doctor, but could not get into
college. She stated that, "Education
stops at high school for our immigrants
[ ....] they could be a great doctor, but
they are not even given the chance."
She clearly pointed out that immigrants
are given the worst conditions and face
the most adversity of anyone.
The final panelist was Sister
Kathleen Erickson, woman's counselor
at the Immigration Detention Center in
El Paso, Texas. Erickson explained
that she has notebooks full of the stories of those caught by border patrol.
Of meeting with migrants, she
said,"When I sit in that little room and I
see and feel the despair of the peo-

Eyes Wide
Open exhibition
comes to
Denver
Jenn Ledford
Staff Reporter

From October 9 through 11 ,
Denver's Civic Center Park will be
hosting the Eyes Wide Open exhibition, a display of shoes representing
soldiers and civilians killed in the Iraq
War.
According to the American Friends
Service Committee (AFSC), the purpose of the event is to memorialize
those who have fallen and to show that
no war can justify its human cost.
"Eyes Wide Open was created by
the American
Friends
Service
Committee to memorialize the human
lives, both military and civilian, who
have been lost to this conflict, and to
show the stark realities of war," said
National
Tour
Manager.
Marq
Anderson.
The AFSC, the creators of the event,
is a Quaker organization that includes
people of various faiths who are committed to social justice, peace and
humanitarian service.
According to afsc.org, the group
strives to promote the "dignity and
worth of every individual , the sanctity
of human life and humanity's collective
responsibility to promote peace."
The exhibition was unveiled for the
first time in Chicago in January of
2004. Beginning with 504 pairs of
boots representing each fallen US soldier, the collection has grown to over
2500 and the exhibit has traveled to
over 100 US cities.
According to afsc.org, while each
pair of boots represents each US casualty, there are also hundreds of Iraqi
civilian shoes accounting for a portion
of the estimated 40,000 to 100,000
civilian casualties.
"This is a silent protest that has a
very powerful effect," said former US
Senator Max Cleveland, Vietnam
Veteran.
"We ought to get angry
about the loss of life ... and I am."
For exhibit times and more information, check out http://afsc.org/eyes.

ple ... l have come to feel that [it is] my
despair." She spoke of the dangers
they face when making the trip from
Mexico across the border into the
United
States.
However,
she
addressed the issue on the basis of
the Church and of the Catholic faith.
She quoted the St. Vincent De Paul
Society: " It is the battle of those who
have nothing and those who have too
much; it is the violent collision of opulence and poverty which makes the
earth tremble under our feet. "
Erickson's speech concluded the dialogue with an overall view from the
Catholic Church and with a sense of
spirituality.
A question and answer session was
held after the dialogue. John
Ber~ingham, a local employer and
audience member from Denver, stated
that he showed up to the dialogue, "out
of concern for his employees ..." being
a~ employer of several immigrants
himself. He said, "I came in search of
an answer, and immediate hope
seem_s cloudy."
However, both
~ermmgham and his wife Rita added
the women gave us hope. n
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Respecting diversity in the Regis community
Michael J. Sheeran, S.J.
President, Regis University

I

At Regis University, we have committed ourselves to respecting the
diversity of our community members,
in their richness of color, background,
ethnicity, faith traditions and perspectives. Such respect for others who
bring their differences into the community has a long history in the Christian
tradition. In fact, our very identity as a
worldwide Christian community owes
its existence to the decision of the
early disciples of Christ to open the
church to the Gentiles, that is, to the
of
the
non-Jewish
peoples
Mediterranean world of their day. From
this decision, and from their honoring
of the different cultures and traditions
of the widening Christian communities
of their times, we have·this rich history
to pass on today.
Similarly, the history of the Jesuits
and Jesuit education has been
enriched by their contacts with peoples, religions and practices of many
cultures. The work of Matteo Ricci in
China and Robert DeNobili in India, for
example, were models of respect for
the wisdom and insights of other cultures, and a recognition that God is
present throughout the world in ways
we need to examine, respect and learn
from. In fact, they and other Jesuits
have long reverenced the customs,
religions, languages and expressions
in the cultures they have carefully studied and encountered over the centuries. Similar experiences enriched
Jesuit education in Latin America,
Japan and the Philippines - to the
extent that there are now 78 Jesuit colleges and universities around the
world, engaged in these diverse countries and cultures and learning from
them.
Catholic social teachings have also
emphasized the value of respect for
human dignity as the core of our
response to God in this world. The
Church teaches us that every human
person is created in the image and
likeness of God, and that "the human
person is the clearest reflection of God
among us." (USCCB) Therefore, each
person's life and dignity is worthy of
respect as a member of the human
family. "This is the bedrock principle of
Catholic social teaching. Every person
- regardless of race, sex, age, national origin, religion, sexual orientation,
employment, economic status, health,
intelligence, achievement or any other
differentiating characteristic - is worthy
of respect. It is not what you do what
you have that establishes your dignity;
it is simply being human that establishes your dignity." (Byron, 1998)
"At Regis University, the term diversity is at the core of our faith-inspired
commitment to build an inclusive community that values the dignity and contributions of all our members. Our differences thrive in a learning
environment characterized by the
Jesuit traditions of mutual respect and
the pursuit of justice. Respecting our
human differences, whether they are
physical or philosophical, is what diversity ·is all about." (Regis University
Diversity Brochure)
This quote reflects our aspirations
to build Regis as a welcoming and
inclusive community for all of our members. In recent years, we have promoted this goal by creating an Office of
Diversity under the direction
of Sandra Mitchell, Associate to the
Provost for Diversity, and our Provost,
Allan Service. This effort has included

dialogues about diversity-related
issues, efforts to enrich the curriculum,
support for student organizations such

QuesBRns

Diversity
for
Reflection
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1. Do you agree that the Regis
experience should break down
stereotypes about members of
other groups, Jest these stereotypes be allowed to substitute
for thoughtful reflection?
2. Do you agree that to educate
any ethnic, racial or religious
group separately and without
significant exposure to others is
to deprive that group of important alternative perspectives?
For example, if we educate
Anglo students without the
presence of minority professors
and students, are we depriving
these "majority" students of a
complete educational experience?

3. How do we strike a balance
between maintaining respect for
the dignity of the other cultures
and experiences our students
bring to Regis and preparing
those same students from
diverse cultures and backgrounds for full participation in
the social and economic life of
the dominant culture of the
U.S.? What are the "dominant"
cultural expectations that all
students need to be prepared
for? Should we assume that
individuals from diverse communities share or don't share in
the expectations of the dominant culture?
4. Can a school whose curriculum gives pride of place to
Western culture still respect and
learn from Eastern thought?
Can our commitment to Catholic
values and to objective truths
still study, respect and find wisdom in other traditions? Do you
agree that respect for other traditions and viewpoints and values does NOT imply that all
opinions are equally valid?

Our current strategic plan focuses
on this as well. In it, we have committed ourselves to recruit and retain
more faculty and staff of color, to·
develop admissions strategies to
reach out to more diverse student
applicants, and to build resources that
can provide additional financial support for students of limited means.
Through these efforts and plans, we
hope to live out our commitment to
form "men and women for others," students with values that transcend the
goals of money, fame and success.
"We want graduates who desire ~to
eliminate hunger and conflict in the
world and who are sensitive to the
need for more equitable distribution of
the world's goods. We want graduates
who seek to end sexual and social discrimination and who are eager to share
their faith with others." (Peter Hans
Kolvenbach, S.J. , Superior General of
the Society of Jesus)
'
As I said in my last letter to you,
"Notes on the Exchange of Ideas in a
University Community," this respect
should extend to diversity of opinions
here as well. Because we hope to
develop relationships based on mutual
respect and understanding, we should
always begin with the supposition that
others who differ from us do so from a
position of good will and genuine care
for others. So should it be with us. Our
tradition here should be one of dialogue and respect as we encounter
God in each other.
Actions or words that threaten,
harass or demean others in our community based on their diversity and
human differences have no place at
Regis University. Instead, we should
be characterized as a community of
respect for each other, and as a university willing to welcome all into our
shared life and learning.
Respectful dialogue is an important
tenet of the Regis University mission.
This is the second of several papers I
will be sharing with the community
over the next two months. It is my hope
that during this election season, we
can model our mission as we discuss a
wide range of viewpoints on important
election issues.
·
References:
*"Faithful Citizenship." (www.usccb.org)
*William Byron, S.J. "Ten Building Blocks of
Catholic Social Teaching,"
America Magazine. Oct. 17, 1998.
*Peter-Hans Kolvenbach, "Themes of Jesuit
Higher Education," address
at Georgetown University, June 7, 1989.
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5. Do you agree that Regis
should favor, in its hiripg for
mission, qua1ified applicants for
faculty and staff who believe in
our mission and represent significant but sorely under-represented ethnic, religious and
racial groups?

as Mi Gente and the Black Student
Alliance, which provide educational
and cultural activities, and other programs that emphasize awareness of
the rich cultures and traditions represented in our community.
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Minimum wage
increase for Regis
students reigns positive
Jen Janes
Opinions Writer

Among the issues raised on the
Colorado ballot this November will be
Amendment 42 - a proposal to
increase the state minimum wage from
$6.85 per hour from its current $5.15.
According to Jared Bernstein, director
of the Living Wage Standards Program
with the Economic Policy Institute, this
winter will mark the longest time
between minimum wage increases
since its establishment. The minimum
wage's purchasing power has sunken
20% since 1997 and its value is at its
lowest since 1955. However, the issue
is more complicated than it seems. Dr.
Jamie Roth, associate professor of
Sociology, who recommended the
above source, seems to hold that even
though minimum wage jobs will always
exist despite a rising rate and increases have miniscule effects on prices
and unemployment, the amendment
will most likely be wretchedly defeated
in November.
Amid the controversy, we all must
be wondering how this will affect us.
Those of us with on-campus jobs
would certainly be affected by the
passing of this amendment. Workstudy pay scales at Regis run from
$5.90 to $7.15 per hour. A minimum
wage increase to $6.85 would bring
the lowest rate up by almost a dollar.
Yet, where will the money for the
increase come from?
In the text of the amendment proposal
itself, particularly under the "State
Spending and Revenue" heading, the
issue of work-study is specifically
addressed: "The difference between
current student wages and the wages
required by Amendment 42 could cost
the state up to $2.8 million annually."
This can be dealt with either by more
state money granted to schools,
increases in tuition, or reductions in
work-study hours.
According to Mark Diestler, financial
aid advisor and Student Employment
Coordinator at Regis, work-study is
funded jointly by the state, the federal
government, and the institution. If this
amendment passes, and the government does not decide to grant more
funds to the work-study program, the
increase at Regis will come from institutional dollars.
Despite the bleak nature of the
oppositional arguments, such drastic
changes as prophesied in the proposal
are not anticipated for Regis students,
should the amendment pass. Regis
has no current plans to cut work-study
hours, and, in fact, has already been
considering raising work-study pay.
The minimum wage increase, then ,
would boost students' work-study
awards rather than slash hours, and
financial aid packages would be
adjusted . These adjustments would
come in the form of reductions of the
P.L.U.S. Parent Loan, or other student
loans. The closest Regis might come
to work-study-funding doomsday,
according to Diestler, would be the
implementation of slightly pickier standards in terms· of who should be
awarded work-study. This option,
though, is highly remote.
Despite the dark and foreboding
claims of Amendment 42's opponents,
a minimum wage increase for Regis
students can only be positive, not only
by making more money available to us,
but also by easing the burden of college debts.
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Vote for a s~atewide minimum
wage increase? No way!
$5.15 per hour, the majority of whom
are tipped workers- whose per hour
income surpasses $5.15.
An amendment on the 2006
Bill Artist of The Rocky Mountain
Colorado ballot which may have a News pointed out in his September 23,
major impact on Colorado is 2006 opinion piece that "Few would
Amendment 42: Colorado Minimum benefit, many hurt by this inflexible,
Wage.
draconian measure." Artist said that 44
According to the Analysis of the percent of Colorado's minimum wage
2006 Ballot Proposals by the earners live with their parents, 18 perLegislative Council of the Colorado cent are from dual-earner households,
General Assembly, the amendment and 31 percent have no children. The
would increase the state minimum seven percent who are single earners
wage from $5.15 per hour to $6.85 per with children have access to the
hour for non-tipped workers and Earned Income Tax Credit and other
adjusts the wage annually for inflation. government support programs. The
The minimum wage would increase for open-market system under which
tipped workers from· $2.13 per. hour to America has prospered needs to be
$3.83 per hour and adjusts annually by the catalyst in determining wages. An
the Sc!me dollar amount as non-tipped artificial pay increase such as miniworkers. Both increases would be mum wage would increase inflation,
effective January 1, 2007.
increase unemployment, and hurt
What does this mean? If inflation is more people than it is intended to help.
three percent in 2007, the 2008 mini- Those affected by increased unemmum wage would increase to $7.06 for ployment will be unskilled laborers
non-tipped workers and $4.04 for whom the increase is supposed to
tipped workers. A minimum wage help.
Imagine that you c:,wn a factory with
increase sounds good, right? Who
would not want to vote for a pay twenty employees: The two least proincrease for .single mothers or people ductive .employees are one who has
minimum skills whose wage is $6.50
who live near the poverty line?
The problem with a minimum· wage per hour and another who is unskilled
increase, though, is that it would have whose wage is $5.15 per hour. Now
a negative impact on the· economy and imagine you need to layoff an employnegatively affect more people than it ee as a result of a statewide minimum
helps. Numerous studies indicate that wage fncrease. Which . of the two
the negative effects of increasing mini- employees would you layoff?_ Good
mum wage are increased unemploy- economics suggests that you layoff the
ment and _inflation. Some sources -unskilled worker whose production is.
claim that a majority of economists in only $5.15 per hour.
Colorado's unemployment is curAmerica feel that increasing minimum
wage increases unemployment. Often rently 4.8 percent. The Colorado state
the people who are affected the most government is trying tq a.ttract busiby increased unemployment are the nesses to move into the state which
people whom minimum wage increas- would subseque,:itly decrease unemes are supposed to help-namely sin- ployment and increase state tax revgle mothers and people tiving below or enues. lncreq5ing minimum wage may
hinder businesses looking to start in or
near the poverty line.
expand
to Colorado. With the question
According to the Analysis of fhf?
"How
ought
we tp live" as a constant
2006 Ballot Proposals, of the 2.5 milreminder
to
the
Regis community, we
lion employees in Colorado's workneed
to
consider
the ramifications of
force, 106,000 people earn less than
our
vote.
Proponents
of minimum
$6.85 per hour, which is less than five
percent. Currently, around 1.5 percent wage increases usually make an emoof Colorado's workforce earns the cur- tional appeal to voters by talking about
rent minimum wage or lower. Some the single mothers who earn minimum
9,000 workers earn $5.15 per hour and wage. Which is better, though, a miniapproximately 25,000 earn less than mum wage or no job?
Brian Anderson
Contributing Writer

Things you already knew, or so you thought
ellethomas
Opinions Editor

Do you know.:.

Have you ever been in a conversation where the other person didn't get
your references? I find myself thinking,
"Hmmmm. I thought everyone knew
that," a lot. Sure, I'm older than most
college students and I've always paid
attention to current events and politics.
But I thought that a passing grade in a
high school civics class would have
rubbed off on people a little bit better.
I'm always amazed when David
Letterman or Jay Leno interview people on the street, ask ten people, "Who
is the president of the United States?"
and nine people wrinkle their nose and
guess. I think that is says alot about
both the education system and the
media in this country if so. many citizens (who, I think I can safely assume,
do not live in caves) can't answer basic
questions about the world we live in.
Since this in a college newspaper
(which makes it part of the educational
media), I've drafted a few questions of
things that I once presumed that most
people knew .but now realize that I was
mistaken.
If you get most of these questions
correct, cool. But if you struggle with
this quiz, please consider your responsibility as a college student -- not to
know everything, but to know how to
find out what you don't know.

1. What happened in Hiroshima in
1945?
2. What is the official name of the
current war in Iraq?
3. From what country did the U.S.
make the Louisiana Purchase?
4. What did the XXIII (~3th)
Amendment to the Constitution do?
5. Name the three branches of the
U.S. government.
6. Name the first African-American
Supreme Court Justice, appointed in
1967.
7. How many states made up the
original United States of America? .
8. Bart Simpson's best friend is
named after this president.
9. How many presidents have served
since 1980?
10. In what city was Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. assassinated and when?
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Ref!is campus
Ref!is Neif!hbors
-----------------------were the changes a good idea?
What were the changes?
Taken from pg. 36 of Student Handbook
Off,campus Incidents Involving Regis University Students
Regis University reserves the right to take necessary and appro,
priate action to protect the safety and well, being of the campus cornmu,
nity and the students who comprise it. It may become necessary for the
University to respond to, and take appropriate action to address viola,
tions of the University Standards of Conduct that occur off, campus,
including , but not limited to , those occurring at University sponsored
off,campus events, which may affect the ability for students to function
well in the University community, at University sponsored events, or in
the classroom.
Typically, the University addresses off,campus violations of the
University Standards of Conduct that occur between currently enrolled
University students, or between students and other Regis University
communfty members. A student involved in an off, campus incident
with another University member could face initiation of disciplinary
proceedings in the University's judicial process as well as civil and crim,
inal charges.
In the event of complaints from community citizens or agencies,
the U niversity will cooperate fully with local authorities in the perform,
ance of their duties. In the event that local authorities present
University officials with documentation of an incident, or documenta,
tion of the adjudication of an incident that involves a Regis University
student, the University reserves the right to initiate disciplinary pro,
ceedings to determine whether the code of conduct has been violated
and to proceed accordingly. Complaints from University community
members against University students involved infractions other than
violations of the University Standards of Conduct will not be the
responsibility of the University to investigate or review.

"Basically, the changes state that students who
receive a citation from local authories off campus will
have that paperwork forwarded to the
University...The changes. aren't meant to be a threat to .
students. Instead, they're meant to make progress in
improving the relationship between Regis students
and our neighbors..."
~Diane Cooper, dean of Students

"What we do off of campus isn't
Regis' business. If we do something
wrong off-campus, its the police who
should deal with the students, not the
University. The community should be
going to the police only about their problems, not Regis. I am sure that we a!I
have some sort of problem with our
neighbors but we don't go to their work
and complain, and they wouldn't want us
to. So what gives the neighbors the right
to go to Regis and effect our education?"
Margaret Van Houten, 2008

"I think that students living off campus must be allowed to live their own
lives free of university involvement,
because we are all adults at this stage
and it is not the place of the university
to intercede upon the choices and
actions of its students. However, students living off campus need to understand that being a member of a university means upholding the moral character that is expected by that
university... But so far, it is beyond the
scope of most off campus to dwellers to
understand the concept of moderation.
And this negatively reflects on the
school and the type of students that
school is trying to produce.
Alex Colgan, 2009

WHAT DO
YOU THINK?
Send us your opinions of the
changes to the Student
Handbook at
highlander@regis.edu.
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--------------~--------------------Making progress as neighbors:
Changes in the Student Handbook seek to bridge the tensions between the University
Maricor Coquia
Associate Editor

Like any "college town ," Regis
University continues to struggle
through the tensions between students and their neighbors. However,
administrative faculty at Regis
University, in cooperation with neighbors of the campus, are now working
toward a solution.
Last year, in Knowing Your
Neighbors, Part 2: Living Off Campus,
Regis and Beyond, the Highlander
illuminated the growing conflict
between students seeking independence and neighbors wanting a little
quiet-time. In an effort to better this
relationship, Diane Cooper, dean of
Students, along with other administrative faculty, have updated the Student
Handbook (as done every year to
address issues of the previous year),
so that the university now has more
say over student behavior off-campus.
"We want to encourage a better
partnership between our neighbors
and the university," said Cooper. "It's
about mutual respect. And it's about
living together and behaving like
adults."
Effective since the beginning of
the 2006-2007 academic year, Regis
University now reserves the right "to
take necessary and appropriate action
to protect the safety of the campus
community and the students who
comprise it." The changes, found on
page 36 of the handbook, also state

that students who receive a citation
from the Denver Police Department or
Adams Country Sheriff will have that
paperwork forwarded to the university,
which will be placed in the student's
file.
"Students need to remember that
they are held accountable for their
actions. It doesn't mean that since
they're off campus that they still aren't
reflecting the image of the university,"
explained Cooper. Student residents
living off-campus as well as students
found in violation of the handbook at,
".but not limited to" off-campus events,
are subject to the new protocol.
According to the aforementioned
Highlander article, the problems
between the university and neighboring residents came to the forefront
during December of 2005. Dr. Mary
Beth Callie, assistant professor of
Communication, in collaboration with
Paul Alexander, director of the
Institute on Common Good, organized
a dialogue between Regis and its
neighbors. The dialogue began as a
class project, in which Callie's public
speaking students surveyed nearby
neighbors, and listened to community
speakers. Based on their findings, the
goal of the dialogue was to "bridge
the community surrounding Regis and
the university itself as a way to find
solutions for ongoing problems facing
the area," including student behavior
and neighbor etiquette.
Formed in light of these tensions,
the Berkeley-Regis United Neighbors

(BRUN) represents the residents who
live between 38th and 52nd Avenues,
and Federal and Sheridan. The group
continues to have meetings where
students are always invited to share
their opinion.

"... we are all adults and
it is not the place of the
university to intercede
upon the choices and
actions of its students."
Many students informed of the
changes share mixed reviews. Alex
Colgan, a sophomore who lives at
Regis Place because, expressed,
"... we are all adults and it is not the
place of the university to intercede
upon the choices and actions of its
students." However, Colgan continued, "It is beyond the scope of most
off-campus dwellers to understand the
concept of moderation. And this negatively reflects on the school."
Cooper also agrees that students
at the college level are capable
adults, but believes that many students need a little "push." "We want to
encourage everyone in the Regis
community to be better neighbors,"
she explained. As stated in the
changes, any complaint made against
a Regis student that does not violate
the Student Code of Conduct "will not
be the responsibility of the University

to investigate or review.u Cooper further expressed, "It's about increasing
cooperation among our students, the
neighbors, and the University itself.
We all need to work together in this
relationship."
Cooper.believes that many neighbors of the University are "hopeful."
Likewise, Janice Packard of the Regis
Neighborhood Relations Committee,
also formed after the December dialogue, expressed, "I'm tired of being
angry. I just want things to get better."
Likewise, another woman present at
the dialogue expressed, "Don't get us
wrong. Regis has been a great part in
the community. We just want these
problems to get better," she said. "We
want the students to know who we
are, to understand that it's not only
their lives, but ours too."

'It's about working
together, about making
progress.·
Cooper wants students to understand that these changes are not
meant to "be a threat," but the beginning of "change and progress," of a
"better partnership" among all the
members of the Regis community.
She expressed, "It's about working
together, about making progress."
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Weekly Ranger update
Katie Simons
Sports Editor

WOMEN'S SOCCER
The Rangers were back on the road
again making stops in both Texas and
Oklahoma this past weekend. On
Friday, they faced off against Texas A
& M Commerce. Unfortunately, the
Rangers came out on the losing end in
a 2-1 loss. The Rangers struck quickly
just 18 seconds into the game to take
a 1-0 lead on a goal from sophomore
Carter Cornett. Cornett's goal was the
second fastest score in NCAA division
II history, with the fastest coming in at
seven seconds into the game in 2003.
Unfortunately -the Rangers weren't
able to put very many shots into the
goal, only two, while they were out
shot 16-8 overall.
Unfortunately the road trip ald
not end in .the Rangers favor as the
suffered their 3rd consecutive loss at
the hands of Central Oklahoma 2-1 .
Central Oklahoma got on the board
first in the 26th minute to take an early
1-0 lead. The Rangers scored teh
equalizer before halftime courtesy of
sophomore Cassie Cornett. However
the Rangers were not able to hold on
and with about .five minutes
.
.left in the
· game Central Oklahoma took the lead
for good. Despite the loss senior goalkeeper Joanna Humphreys made a
strong effort saving 9 of their 11 shots
on goal. These loses drop the Ran~er
record to 7-5-2 for the. season.

MEN'S SOCCER

The men were also on the road this
. week as they traveled to WashJngton
hoping to add a win to their sea·son
record . The Rangers faced another
tough opponent as they battled No. 8
ranked Seattle Pacific. But Seattle
Pacific was too much for the Rangers
with a 25-6 shot advantage in their 2-0
win. Fouls also hurt the Rangers as
they were called for 26. Despite the
loss, junior Trevor Steege was strong
in the net; he made ten saves as he
faced 25 shots.
On SL!nday the Rangers fought hard
- with against Western Washington as
the game ended in a scoreless tie.
Junior goalkeeper Trevor Steege faced
a 22 shots and he saved all 5 that were
on goal for the Rangers. This road trip
brings tlie Rangers to 2-8-2.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
The Ranger volleyball team took
their conference lead to Nebraska this
weekend to face off against Chadron
State and Nebraska-Ke~rney. In their
first match on Friday, the Rangers
swept Chadron State 30-22, 30-23, 3020. Four Rangers finished the game
with double-digit digs. The Rangers
also kept Chadron's hitting percentage
under .100 in every game but one, and
47-30
Kill
advantage.
had
a
Sophomore's Nia Ingram and Kristin
Thompson each finished the match
with 16 digs. Senior Rachel Ross also
came up big as she had the second
double-double of the season with 13
kills and 12 digs.
The Rangers finished their Nebraska
road trip on Saturday at Kearney.
There they suffered only their second
RMAC loss of the season as they were
swept 30-21, 30-23, and 30-28. Hitting
efficiency seemed to be the difference
as the Lopers held the Rangers to a

Weekly Ranger
Sports Schedule

.148 percentage while the Lopers hit
.200 or better in all three games. The
Rangers got a strong effort from freshmen Megan Meehan who finished with
1O kills and a .421 hitting percentage.
Freshmen Felicia Ciarelli had a matchhigh 38 assists and added eight digs,
four kills, two block assists and one
service ace. This road trip brings the
Rangers overall record to 10-8 while
they hold a slim half-match lead a top
the conference over Kearney. They
are now 7-Z in the RMAC.

Women's Soccer
Friday, October@ Colorado
School of Mines @ 7:00 p.m.
Sunday, October 8 vs.
Montana State- Billings @
12:00 p.m.

Photo by Sports Information Department

Senior Miles Philpy is one Regis'
top golfers.
top individually. Philpy finished with
three day scores _of 71-71-68 and finished in a three-way tie for first. The
only other Ranger to break into the top
20 was junior Bobby Arranga as he
tied for thirteenth .
WOMEN'S GOLF

Photo by Sports Information Department

Senior Rachel Ross looks to make
the kill.

CROSS COUNTRY
Both the men and women's team
competed this weekend at the Rocky
Mountain Shootout at the University of
Colorado. The race included 12 teams,
f,our NCAA Division I teams and 12
NCAA non-Division I teams. As usual,
Adams State finished at the top in both
the men and women's team event. The
Rangers finished nirith in both the men
and women's team event. The best finisher for the men was freshman Adrian
Martinez as he finished seventy-first
with a time of 28:32. Junior Anna
Hacker finished fifty-second with a
time of 24:18 . .
MEN'S GOLF
The Rangers saw action in the
RMAC Championships last week. And
while the Rangers only finished seventh, seni_or Miles Philpy came out on

The Rangers traveled to Chadron
State for their match last week where
they.finished eighth and shot a two-day
team score of 720. Freshmen Cecilia
Silfverskiold was the only Ranger to
finish in the top 10 as she tied for
eighth place . Silfverskiold shot an
opening day 85 and finished with the
same score on day two and finisheel
with a two-day total of 165.

Men's Soccer
Friday, October 6@ Eastern
New Mexico @ 1 :00 p.m.
Sunday, October 8 @ West
Texas A & M @ 3:30 pm

Volleyball
Friday, October 6 vs. CSUPueblo @ 3:00p.m.
Friday, Ocobter 6 v~. Fort
Lewis @ 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 7 vs. Mesa
State @ 3:00 p.m.
Saturday,· October 7 vs.
Western New Mexiq::> @
7:00p.m.
(All games in Grand Junction ,
CO)

Women's Golf
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Basketball season is right arqund
the corner and with that comes preseason predictions. · Tli e Ranger
women were selected by the coaches
to once again repeat as the conference
champions. In the individual categories
the Lopez twins reign supreme,
sweeping all the pre-season honors.
Senior Diana Lopez was named
RMAC Pre-Season Player of the '(ear
and a Pre-Season RMAC All-East
Team selection . Sister · Denise. was
named RMAC Pre-Season Defensive
Player of the Year.. This looks to be
another very promising season for
Ranger women's basketball.

Mond_ay and Tuesday,
October 2 and 3, CSU-Pueblo
Invite ·

Men's Golf
Sunday-Tuesday, October 13, Grand Canyon Invite in
Phoenix, AZ.

Rugby
Sunday, October ·8 vs. Air
Force Academy @ 1:00 p.m.

Need Money For CoJlege?

The Next Stage•

Wells Fargo can help you pay for college with:
• Federal Stafford Loans with 0% origination fee' and 0% federal
default fee'
• Alternative loans with no origination, disbursement or
repayment fees

Wells Fargo can help you manage your money
at college with:
•
•
•
•

Wells Fargo College Checking• Account' with free online statements
Wells Fargo• Check Card4
Wells Fargo• College Visa• Credit Card'
Free Access to Wells Fargo Online• Banking

Talk with a banker at your local Wells Fargo store or visit
www.wellsfargo.com/ student today!
1 Effective fot loans g uaranteed on or aher Aptll 1. 2006.
, Efrectlve for federal loans gua ra nteed on or after Ju ly 1, 2006.
Wells Farg o will PllY the 1" rede,al defauh fee on behalf of bor1owe1 s when the g uaranto r d oes n ot.
> ~ ~~:: :rt~u~ ;
m ust be e nro lle d in an ac.credlted coUege. un iversity, o r trade sch ool w hen account Is opened. AS 100 minimum deposit Is

:"n:er;~~~~i:.udents

!~c,~~n~r~re:~~:~,~~~!\Y!~

" Subject to c re d it qualiflcatio n.
5

~~~:~~ = ~~~~r~1:~:Hri~~1':o!~rity/em•ncipat ion in the state of r.sldence , show p,oof of e nrollment In an

C 2006 Wells Fa rgo Bani<. N,A. All 1\ght, r-ved.
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Get to know your
Ranger Athletes ...
Sports make life better
Katie Simons
Sports Editor
1 would venture to say this is the second best time of year, first being March
Madness, of course. The time I'm
referring to now is the intense end of a
long struggle for a playoff birth in
October in MLB and the beginning of
an exciting and sometimes controversial football season. However, amid
the excitement of pennant chases,
potential playoff match ups, quarterback controversies and ideal Super
Bowl predictions something else
seems to have surfaced to the top
above all these somewhat trivial and
overly discussed topics. Something
that is bigger than sports but something in which sports is an integral part:
I'm talking about New Orleans.
Last week, during Monday Night
Football, the Superdome reopened to
a sellout crowd as the city watched
their team improve their record to 3-0
against the Atlanta Falcons, the team
which most analysts thought would win
the game. And let me tell you, the
Saints did not just win that game-they
owned that game. Whether it was
because they were truly more talented
or because it was the heat of the
moment and overwhelming emotion
propelled them to victory, the impact of
the win probably meant more than we
will ever know.
I had the opportunity myself to spend
a day in New Orleans, and I'm sure
that did not even do justice to the true
state of the city at the time. However,
being the huge sports fan that I am, I
noticed immediately that the immense
Superdome, which had seemed to
overpower downtown New Orleans,

was now a mere shadow of the glory it
had once encompassed. As I drove by
downtown I could see the absolute
desolation tl:lat had overcome the city
and yet, it almost seemed as though
the Superdome was a small glimmer of
hope for the future. A crew was working on the roof and a sign was hanging
from the Superdome proclaiming that
the dome would be ready for the new
football season. It would probably be
something that a normal person would
not even notice, but looking back, it
meant more than just the return of a
football team.

strange it sounds, this football team
and the Superdome created just that
sense. These made it possible that
something from before the hurricane
could still be the same after. The football team and the Superdome reawakened a sense of hope and seemed to
have given New Orleans a renewed
sense of hope for the future. No, the
return of a football team and re-opening of a stadium doesn't solve all their
problems, but it gives them hope and
helps them along the road of recovery.
In this way, sports can truly have a far
more important meaning that anyone
would have ever imagined.

No, the return of a football
team and re-opening of a
stadium doesn't solve all
their problems, but it gives
them hope and helps them
along the road of recovery.
Let's look at this, then, as an example of the power of sports. Even for
people who may not have an overwhelming passion for sports, the
rebuilding of the Superdome created a
sense of community and brought people together. Sports are not just about
rivalries, winning and losing, or championships. Sports create a common
connection and I think we sometimes
forget this because we get caught up
in those other things.
Here is a town destroyed by
Hurricane Katrina and desperately
searching for a way to return to some
sense of normalcy. And no matter how

Photo courtesy of :

www. nationalgeographic.com/news

140-mile an hour winds tore the
roof off of the Superdome in New
Orleans. A year later, however,
sports fans gathered in the
Superdome in hope for a new
beginning after the Katrina's aftermath.

Name: Chelsea Pavlik
Team: Volleyball
Position: outside hitter
Year: 2010
Season Prediction: Win our conference
What is your favorite thing about
playing volleyball here Regis: The
team!!!! I love all of the girls!
Which athletes did you look up to
growing up: Flo Jo and Michael
Jordan
How long have you been playing
volleyball: since 5th grade.
What other sports have you played
besides volleyball: soccer for 11
years, swimming for 9 years, and basketball for 5 years.
Favorite pre-game food: Sushi with
my sister
Superstitions: My socks have to be
put on a certain way and I have to
have my nails painted.
Most embarrassing moment during
a game: Being tackled by Felicia
Ciarelli

Additions to volleyball team add to success
Sarah Wernimont
Sports Writer

The Regis University volleyball team
holds first place in the RMAC East
Division by a half a match. This past
weekend, the Ranger's split in their
two road games, beating Chadron
State and falling to University of
Nebraska-Kearney.
Regis beat
Chadron State 30-22, 30-23 and 30-20
and lost to UNK 30-21, 30-23 and 3028. This moves Regis to a 7-2 conference standing, with UNK close behind.
Knock on wood, because the
Rangers have 11 more conference
games to play. "I have never seen our
conference like this before. It's wide
open. Everybody's beating everybody,"
said Regis volleyball head coach
Frank Lavrisha.
The Rangers' strong start has been
accredited to more mature and committed players who are working harder
together during practice and competitions. "The turn around [from last season] came in the spring.
Rachel
[Ross] and Annia [Martial] did a great
job with leadership in the spring,"
Lavrisha said of his two seniors.
Also, four new players have been
added to the Regis volleyball team.
The Ranger's setter was unfortunately
out last season because of an injury,
Which removed one of the team's best
Passers from the back row, putting her
at the unfamiliar setting position.
. . Along with leadership and lack of
1niuries, Regis made an addition of four
new players.
Freshmen Meghan
Meehan, Chelsea Pavlik and Felicia

Photo by Sports lnformabon Department

Freshmen Meg h an Meehan and Chelsea Pavlik go up for the block against Colroado Christian.
.
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Curtain caU
Regis music faculty takes the stage at Berkeley Church
Alyse Warner
Staff Reporter

Last Wednesday, the Regis Music
Hall at Berkeley Church was once
again filled with the sounds of Regis
musicians. This time, however, it was
not the students who were showcasing
their talents, but the faculty. This concert was an opportunity for the Regis
Music Faculty to show off their diverse
talents in music: including the flute,
guitar, and marimba.
The program began with Dr. Mark
Davenport, the director of the Music
Program, who played the recorder and
was accompanied by Ben Cohen on
the lute. According to the program,
Davenport is "a specialist of
Renaissance and Baroque woodwinds ... " As he played, all in the audience were aware of his mastery.
Following Davenport, was James
Cline who according to his biography,
"teaches applied guitar, guitar class,
and directs the guitar ensemble at
Regis." Cline reminded the audience
that in all the attention that Mozart
received for his 2soth birthday this
past year, the composer Johann
Kaspar Mertz would have been 200
years old, and received far less fanfare. As a way of honor-ing Merz' birthday,
Cline performed Fantasie
Hongroise, Op. 65, No. 1, and dazzled
the audience with his swift moving
hands and seamless chord changes.
The next duo, who performed
and
Rebecca
Clark's
Prelude
Pastorale for B-flat clarinet and viola,
brought together one member of
Regis' faculty, Marlena Burghardtt, and
one member of the community, Megan
Tipton. Burghardt teaches applied clarinet at Regis, as well as being very
active in the Colorado chamber music
community, according to her biography. As explained in Tipton's biography, she "enjoys furthering her musical
experiences through freelancing in the
Denver/Boulder area and contributing
to the community by educating many
of the area's young musicians." She is
currently a member of the Greeley

)

John Galm, professor of World Music at Regis, performs on the marimba.
Philharmonic.
the rainforest itself had died out.
It was during Alyne and John Gal m's
For the next piece, Cline returned to
performance that the audience was the stage and was joined by a new
asked to participate. The professor of member of Regis music faculty, Sasha
World Musics at Regis, Galm per- Garver. Garver joined the faculty this
formed on the marimba. His wife year as an applied flute instructor.
Alyne accompanied him by sharing a According to Garver's biography, she
poem she wrote about the rainforest. has performed in "the Emerald City
As they pointed out, the rainforest is Opera, Boulder Bach Festival, Mahler
RichrT)ond
being destroyed at a devastating rate. Festival
Orchestra,
The audience was given different Symphony, [and) Cincinnati May
instruments to simulate the sounds of Festival." After her duet with James
the rainforest and they were all loudly Cline, Garver performed a modern
played in a symphony of different nois- piece by Ian Clarke, which utilized the
es. Finally, at the dramatic climax of different manipulations of sounds and
the poem, which explained how the breath and voice as well as flute, and
rainforest is in danger, the instruments crossed four music stands in length.
were collected so that only the marimAfter a brief interlude of flute, the
ba played, making it sound as though concert returned to guitar with Mitch

Helble and friend Jullien McVean. The
two performed a composition of
Mitch's Woodlands Adventure. This
intricate, fast paced piece certain ly
lived up to its name, making the audience imagine their own woodland
adventure. The duo also released a
CD together entitled "Compositions by
Mitch Helble" in May 2006.
As a culmination oJ. the Regis
University Music Faculty's talent, the
concert concluded with Nan Shannon
and Irina Albig playing Francis
Poulenc's Sonata for Piano Four
Hands. The two sat and enthralled the
audience, as their hands criss-crossed
the keyboard. Each pianist had their
own solos within the piece as well, and
resounded with powerful harmony.

No longer "just a play"
Erica Easter
Senior Reporter

As the child of a performing arts
-connoisseur, I was often "dragged" to
elaborate plays and whimsical ballet
performances, at times, much to my
chagrin. Often, I would protest the outing and attempt to evade the situation
entirely, but my tactics never succeeded. However, as I grew up, my mom
shared with me the sentimental value
in attending shows, for it was a deeper
experience than "just seeing a play." It
was ab.9ut being in the community and
enjoying the richness of the production, the score, costumes, set, plot, etc.
It was also an immersion in culture that
far eclipses any "blockbuster pick of
the week."
Although I have seen my fair share
of performances on Broadway, there is
something special about growing up in
Denver and appreciating the theater
here. Once the shows have premiered
in New York, they travel to smaller theater venues, like Denver, to reenact
the magic and energy of Broadway.
Right now, The Lion King is in Denver
at the Temple Buell. The score, written
by Elton John and Tim Rice, was a

fusion of African tribal music and songs
from the Disney animation. There was
an incredible energy that the music
evoked from the audience, giving the
show an uncanny dy11amic. Closely
following the movie plot, the play married human features with animal characteristics, which is evident in the elaborate costume designs. Almost every
creature on the Safari wore a costume
where the performer resembled the
animal while never completely neglecting the human aspect.
For nearly two hours, I was entertained by the comedic virtue and was
moved by the relationships that were
enacted. Although the play was about
animals, it still touched on the importance of parent and child relationships,
which was moving and sentimental for
me. It was after the play that I truly
believed what my mom told me growing up. Being at the play was not just
"seeing a show," but rather, it was an
experience that I will not long forget.
Going to the theater is an experience
that I will always share with my mom
and sister, unlike any two hours I spent
at the movie theater, for the theater is
definitely an experience that should be
treasured.

yb1~ave the

drive?

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
INROADS - Places Talented Ethnic
Minority Freshmen and Sophomore
College Students into Full-time,
Paid, Summer Internships.

Take It To The Next
J oin Us At The INROADS
Recruitment Reception !!!
WHEN: OCT. 4th (4:30PM-5:30PM)
WHERE: Main Hall Chapel - RM 333
RSVP: X 5234

Questions? Call X 5234
For More Info: www.inroads.org

Level!!!
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Spotlight

Tango on
Fine tacos at fine prices
the tongue Tacos Jalisco turns out quality Mexican cuisine
Red Tango restaurant
offers Latino spice
Jessica Knapp
Spotlight Writer

Are you looking for somewhere nice
to take a loved one that isn't a chain
fast food restaurant or a diner? Look
no further than Red Tango, located at

Maricor Coquia
Associate Editor
Jacqueline Kharouf
Editor-in-Chief

Jacqueline and I have always been
fans of Mexican cuisine. But, especially for me, coming from Hawaii, the
closest thing we seem to get to
authentic Mexican food is Taco Bell.
So, by the recommendation of Dr.
Mary Beth Callie, associate professor
of Communication and the advisor for
the Highlander, Jacqueline and I could
not resist a visit to Tacos Jalisco.
Located not too far from campus on
W 3ath Avenue, near Tennyson, Tacos

Deshebrada {shredded beef fried with
onions, tomatoes, and chi le poblano)
to Tacos al Albaiiil (chopped steak,
jalapeiios, tomatoes, pan-fried potatoes, onions, guacamole, and served
with lemon slices). I even found myself
scanning the breakfast items, referred
to as "Desayunos," even when it was
already well past 1:30 p.m. The breakfast menu included Steak and Eggs, a
Breakfast
Burrito
(eggs,
bacon/sausage, potatoes, served with
green chile), and more authentic
Mexican dishes.

most items on the menu. For most
meals the price is between six and
seven dollars, with the most inexpensive item at $3 and the most expensive
at $12. However, for the portion size,
the obvious freshness of the ingredients, and the special attention to
preparation and flavor, these prices
are a steal.
It was relatively quiet for a Sunday
morning, although the place was
packed, but everyone seemed genuinely satisfied by the good food and
the calm atmosphere.
As Jacqueline and I conquered away
at our massive piles of tacos, we
couldn't help but also notice the
numerous awards Tacos Jalisco has
won over the years. Plaques awarded
to the restaurant as the "Top of the
Town" grace the entrance wall, reminding the customer that the food is the
"real deal." They were also named one
of 'The 50 Best Mexican Restaurants"
in April 2006.
Half-way through our plates, our
Photo by Maricor Coquia
hunger began to subside quickly-not
Tacos al Albani! at Tacos Jalisco
because the food wasn't delicious, but
After debating, however, I finally because the food was so delicious that
we had taken bites too quickly. The
decided on the Tacos al Albaiiil.
In a few minutes, the food was only thing that we didn't enjoy too
served quickly and efficiently and no much was the greasiness. (This
waitresses pestered us as we gulped restaurant is definitely not diet frienddown our meals.
ly.)
I could barely wait to dig in. The aroAlthough Tacos Jalisco is a seemingmatic flavors of onions and green pep- ly typical Mexican restaurant, it begs a
pers added a nice balance to the slight second look. With its fine dining
saltiness of the chopped steak and the atmosphere, specialty dishes thQt will
spiciness of the jalapeiios.
make you drool as you read the menu,
Jacqueline ordered the modestly and relatively inexpensive prices,
priced Tacos de Alambre, a generous- Tacos Jafisco is a restaurant that
ly portioned platter with steak, ham, proves eating out isn't just about the
bacon, red and green bell peppers, food, (although it's pretty damed good)
onion, cheese, and no less than eight it's about the atmosphere too.
flour tacos, which she built and hanBut, if you want to try this place, we
dled (without dripping!) all on her own. recommend heading to Tacos Jafisco
Each for $8.25, these meals were early-parking is limited. Enjoy amidefinitely worth it, although they were gos!
slightly above the average price of

3ath and Sheridan, where you can find
the spicy styles of South America cuisine.
Located on a main drag of Wheat
Ridge, Red Tango's exterior offers
nothing aesthetically pleasing to the
Jalisco has a warm, welcoming atmoseye. In fact, if you weren't looking, you
phere. With aromas of fresh salsa and
might pass right by it thinking it was
sauteed steak and pork rushing out the
another Chinese food restaurant.
door, Tacos Jalisco is a sizzling little
However, once you park and step
dollop of mouthwatering Mexican food
inside, you will see that this is nothing
in the center of the Denver. This
like a typical main drag restaurant.
Mexican diner has the widest selection
The interior of the restaurant creates a
of tacos around, including steak tacos,
cozy atmosphere with warm colors
fish tacos, shrimp tacos, beef, chicken,
adorning the walls and an incredibly
pork tacos, and everything in between.
friendly staff that welcomes you immeAfter we took one step in the place,
diately.
breathed in the warm, melt-in-yourOnce seated at the table, you are
mouth aromas, we knew we were in
brought the pre meal snack, a plate taco heaven.
with olive oil and bread to dip. When
As we sat down, the quick-paced
first brought the bread and olive oil, I
waitresses were able to pop a fresh
assumed it was going to taste like
basket of crispy tortilla chips and an
every other Italian restaurant. I was array for four different salsas to tease
pleasantly surprised, however, to taste
our palate: a traditional picante salsa,
the flavors of Balsamic Vinegar and
a green chile salsa, a refreshing green
various spices. The spices, I was told, pepper salsa, and a extra-spicy salsa.
were three different types of peppers For Jacqueline and I, the traditional
finely chopped and added to the vine- was our favorite. We savored every
gar.
bite of freshly chopped cilantro and
Before the main course, there was tomatoes as we waited to order.
also a house salad. The house salad
Mind you, making a decision for our
at Red Tango is better than any house food was not easy.
salad I have ever tasted. What makes
Scanning the four pages of yummy
it so good: the dressing, which tasted goodness, we found ourselves debatlike balsamic vinegar mixed with vari- ing over the numerous Tacos selecous spices. Hands down, this is the tions, which ranged from Tacos
best restaurant salad this diner has
ever tasted.
Finally, the main course arrived and
it was not lacking in the spice palate
either. I ordered Anillos de Puerco
Three, a plate with cut pork fillets elle thomas
zucchini) were vegetables, and today,
drenched in a spicy chipotle pepper Contributing Reporter
Thanksgiving is my absolute favorite
sauce. While the sauce was a bit spicy
holiday. Before I came to Regis in
for a bland palate, it balanced out with
At a recent newspaper meeting, 2005, I earned a living as a cook in
the bacon wrapped pork fillets, blend- someone
mentioned
that
The restaurants and as a baker in little
ing to create a fantastic flavor. As a Highlander should review Gaetano's Mom-and-Pop shops. This past sumside to the pork, there was also tiramisu. Since I only live a block from mer, I was the personal chef for a
steamed asparagus, which lacked fla- the restaurant, and because eating is cross-country bike trip, serving three
vor, and plain steamed rice. While one of my favorite activities, I volun- meals a day to a cadre of very hungry
these were the least pleasing parts of teered for the job.
athletes. So my pickiness comes from
the meal, it seemed they were there to
having high standards, a trained
cool the mouth down between bites of
palate, and (at some point or another)
spicy pork. Overall, the main course
having cooked or baked many of the
?ffered an array of spices crammed
foods you'd find on a typical menu. I
into one sauce. While it seems like it
can tell when a recipe is missing
may be a lot to taste, the chef at Red
something, or has too much of an
Tango finds a way to balance all the
ingredient, and I know how hard some
flavors in the meal together so that a
things are to make and how easy other
diner is not too overwhelmed.
things are to prepare. One thing I've
made a lot of is tiramisu. It's time conAs an end note, I took the waiter's
suming, but it's not a complicated
advice and ordered the "World
recipe.
Famous Flaun." Topped with a raspTiramisu is a traditional Italian
berry wine sauce this flaun is deservdessert made from lady fingers (a
ing of the title. With an overall biH of
small cookie similar to biscotti, only
$50.26 for two people, I don't recomPhoto courtesy of www.motherskitchen.com
soft) soaked in an espresso and sweet
mend Red Tango for those who are
looking to save. However, if you are
I love food. That's not something wine syrup, and layered between maslooking for a fantastic journey into a you hear a woman say much, but I do. carpone cheese (a sweeter version of
spicy palate of Latino cuisine, Red Every time I see my Buddha belly, I cream cheese), then topped with
Tango is your Mecca.
think of all the tasty food that helped to chocolate shavings. And that is pretty
create it, and I get all warm and fuzzy much how Gaetano's describes it on
menu
(see
inside.
But I'm also picky. I'm not a their
Red Tango
www.gaetanositalian.com.) So how
picky
eater,
mind
you
I'll
try
just
5807 W 35th Ave
about anything. As a kid all my favorite well does the hype match the reality?
Wheat Ridge
Well, first, they don't actually use
foods (artichokes, beets, asparag~s.
303-420-2203

...

..

•

A little too sweet for the sophisticated palate
lady fingers. There was one solid layer
of what tasted like a less-fluffy Angel
Food cake on the bottom and one in
the middle. It did the trick of soaking
up the syrup, but it was a pretty mushy
substitute. And the syrup itself didn't
have much espresso in it, so the flavor
was flat, like the way a steak tastes
when it's been overcooked - you know
it's supposed to taste better than it
does. The whole thing was topped
with about a half-inch of mascarpone,
canned whipped cream at each corner
of the plate, and a generous sprinkle of
Maybe not
mini-chocolate chips.
everyone knows this (although a
restaurant should) - chocolate chips
don't taste or look the same as chocolate shavings, which are made by
using a cheese grater on a solid block
of chocolate. The result of all this
cheese, chocolate, and cream? A toosweet dessert that looked like what an
eight-year-old would make at an indulgent Grandma's house.
As tiramisu goes, I think Gaetano's
version is neither great nor authentic.
However, it wasn't terrible, and they
serve a huge chunk (about three-inches square) for $4.25 - it took two of us
to finish it. So if you and a friend or two
are in the mood for something sweet
that won't break the ba(lk, you could
do worse than Gaetano's tiramisu.

-
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Calendar of Campus Events

I

Monday, October 2
"Respect For Life" Discussion:
Come for a Mass, meal, and discussion on the calling to respect
life. To be held at the Romero
House at 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 3
Corporate Express New Product
Show: Come check out new
products, enjoy refreshments,
meet your Corporate Express
representatives, and enter to
win door prizes. To be held in
the ALC Mountain View Room
from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
Wednesday, October 4
INROADS Information Meeting:
The Academic Internship Office
and the Office to the Provost for
Diversity invite you to learn
more about the INROADS program. INROADS places talented
ethnic minority freshman and
sophomore college students
into full-time, paid, summer
internships. To be held in Main
Hall Chapel Room 333 at 4:30
p.m.
I
Thursday, October S
"Dialogue in the Workday":
Come for an Interactive Retreat
in the Workday to discuss
issues of difference and our
fears and assumptions concerning those who are different.

This event is sponsored by the
Office of Diversity, Institute for
the Common Good, Ignatian
Spirituality Programming,
Personal Counseling, and the
Department of Human
Resources. Please contact Kathy
Schaefer, 303-458-4956 or e- .
mail mschaefe@regis.edu, to
reserve your place and your
lunch. To be held in Main Hall
Room 333 at 10:00 a.m.
Friday, October 6
Blood Drive: Bonfils Blood
Center needs 4,350 volunteer
donors each week to meet
Colorado's blood donation
needs. Please contact Patty
Gonzales at (303) 458-4186 or
pgonzale@regis.edu to schedule
an appointment to donate.
Blood donation is one of the
easiest ways to volunteer and
donation takes less than an
hour. Sponsored by the School
for Professional Studies. To be
held in the Conference Center
from 10:00 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Thursday, October 12
Kevin May presents "Leadership:
·
A Conscious Co-Creation of
Life": Part of the Leadership
Development Program's Dinner
and Dialogue Series. RSVP to
Sally Spencer-Thomas 303-458·
4323 or sspencer@regis.edu .

HAGGARD GRADUATE
SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

Space is limited. A light dinner
will be se·rved. To be held in
the Coors Life Direction Center
Classroom at 8:00 a.m.
Saturday, October 14 to
Tuesday, October 17
Fall Break-No Class.
Thursday, October 19
"Transforming Religious
Conflict into Lasting Peace":
Come listen to David Trimble,
1998 Nobel Peace Prize, speak
on issues of religious conflict
and peace. This dialogue is part
of the Fall 2006 Speaker Series:
"Catholicism in the Modern
World." To be held in the Saint
John Francis Regis Chapel at
7:00 p.m.
Thursday, October 19 thru
Sunday, October 22
Orality and Literacy VI:
Tradition: Inspired by the
insights of Albert Lord, Eric
Havelock, Walter Ong, Marshal
McLuhan, Werner Kelber, John
Miles Foley, and others, this
Communications department
sponsored event will explore
how understandings of tradition
are related to the roles of oral
and literate forms of thought
and communication. Call or email Janna Goodwin to pre-register before October 13. All

groups of over 6 are required to
pre-register. For others, pre-registration is not necessary; however, space is limited. Meals,
housing and transportation are
not provided. Contact Janna
Goodwin at jgoodwin@regis.edu
for more information. To be
held in the Conference Center at
8:00 a.m.
Thursday, October 2 6
"Holiness in the Marketplace:
The Promise and Possibilities of
Business and Economic Life":
Come listen to Albino Barrera,
O.P. Professor of Economics and
Humanities (Theology),
Providence College, Rhode
Island, discuss "Holiness in the
Marketplace: The Promise and
possibilities of ·Business and
Economic Life." This dialogue is
a part of the Fall 2006 Speaker
Series: "Catholicism in the
Modern World." To be held in
the Saint John Francis Regis
Chapel at 7:00 p.m.
Tuesday, October 31
Employee Activity Committee
Halloween Celebration: Join the
Employee Activity Committee
for our annual Halloween Party.
There will free lunch for anyone
in a costume. To be held in the
Faculty Lounge at 12:00 p.m.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•• A message for the SENIORS! ••
•
•
•
••
•

from, Mariah Piper

•
••
••

When all our hard work and accomplishments will only be memories
•of our many years past how then will we be remembered when 2007 has •
•come to an end? How will we leave our legacy so that generations after •
•may see our contributions and gratitude to Regis University?
•
•
Congratulations class of 2007 for your many years of devotion, dili- •
•gence and dedication! Student Government and The Senior Gift
•
•committee (SGC) proudly present to you the opportunity to contribute •
:toward a legacy through the senior gift of 2007. The SGC has been
•
•working hard to propose the perfect gift worthy of our class' presence :
•and participation here at Regis. We believe it is important that this
•
•gift be a symbol of all the time, effort, perseverance ahd growth our •
•class has given to Regis, as well as a symbol of thanks to all the family, •
•friends and faculty who helped us along the way.
•
Our time here at Regis will shortly be finished, so would you help the•
•
•,5GC present a gift that will last for years to come? As we enter the •
•world with the lessons we have learned we ask if you would leave a little•
.
'
piece of yourself as to always be remembered. Join the Student Body •
:Presi9ent Risschie Aran, Senior Class Senator Katie Simons and the
:
•Senior Gift Committee: Rachel Crowley, Scott Gerlach, Tony Rudy and •
•Mariah Piper in leaving a legacy from the class of 2007.
•

.

•• (Further information will be distributed throughout the year.) ••
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Angie Horn-Andreu, M.Div., '07
Director, High School and College Ministries,
Forest Home, Forest Falls, California

LESSON LEARNED: No question threatens God.
MY STORY: lmagine this- a 16-year-old comes up to you
and asks how God, who is supposed to be loving, allowed
his friend to die in a car accident. How do you begin to
answer this? I'll tell you how I do it.
To learn more about Angie's inspiring story and explore
the theology programs offered:

Md91dM
MiM•M

(800) TALK-APU

•:f&HIM

graduatecenter@apu.edu

www.apu.edu/stories/aandreu
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AZUSA PACIFIC

la M,.,a96ia 's Day Spa
8. Body Sl!top
Are11ou stessedout?
- Student massage: $45 per hour, - Staff massage: $50 per hour
- Chair massage: $1 per minute

Month111 Specials!

UNIVERSITY

4949 Lowell Blvd. (One block south of Regis.)

720-855-8858

